SPECTRUM LOADING EFFECTS ON STRUCTURAL DURABILITY OF COMPONENTS

Abstract

Spectrum loading, i.e. load-time histories with variable amplitudes, occurs in almost all engineering structures during their service life. The behaviour of such structures and components cannot be assessed properly on the basis of constant amplitude data. Their safe design, in the context of weight reduction requirements, demands detailed and deep knowledge about the effects of spectrum shape, blocked or random sequences, material response, cumulative damage, residual stresses, environment and corrosion on lifetime in interaction with variable load amplitudes. Especially, the reliability of assumptions must be assured when test time reduction procedures are applied. Also, the substitution of variable amplitude loading by constant amplitudes is not generally possible because of the aforementioned influencing parameters and changed damage mechanisms. The proper consideration of effects of spectrum loading on structural durability requires a hybrid design procedure consisting of experiences in laboratory testing, knowledge of service behaviour, both implemented in numerical assessment procedures.

INTRODUCTION

Spectrum loading of components occurs in almost all technical sectors, Fig. 1. Therefore, the structural durability assessment of components requires the proper consideration of the influence of variable amplitudes on lifetime, numerically as well as experimentally. But as variable amplitude testing is still regarded as an area which devours immense financial and personal resources and thus is often substituted by constant amplitude testing, which requires less effort. However, this simplification may cause often misinterpretations with regard to failure location, damage mechanisms, fatigue life assessments and consequently design and component dimensions if constant amplitude tests are carried out without expertise. Therefore, in the following sources of misinterpretations by constant amplitude tests and the justification for performing tests under variable amplitudes will be displayed by discussing different influencing parameters as spectrum shape, mean-stress fluctuations, cumulative damage, spectrum type, material behaviour, corrosion, residual stresses and examples from different industrial sectors.
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**HISTORICAL BACKGROUND**

*Load spectrum*

With regard to variable amplitude loading (spectrum loading), the importance of load spectra was recognized by Ernst Gassner, who in 1939, for the first time, formulated a procedure for simulating variable amplitude loading; the historical blocked programme sequence with a Gaussian-like distribution of loads /1/, Fig. 2.

This sequence was frequently used into the 1970s as a standard until blocked programme tests were replaced by random load sequences applied with modern servo-hydraulic actuators. In the meantime, different standardized load spectra for different application areas are developed, mainly for testing and comparison /2/.

**Spectrum shape and dimensions**

Variable amplitude loading is often discussed in the context of fatigue life assessment forgetting the main benefit recognised by Gassner. Namely, the influence of spectrum loading on fatigue life and especially fatigue strength with regard to structural dimensions. Figure 3 shows the Woehler and Gassner curves for a steering rod tested under constant amplitude loading (rectangular spectrum), a Gaussian spectrum and a straight-line spectrum. Gassner curves correspond to variable amplitude loading, while the Woehler curve (SN-curve) relates to constant amplitude loading conditions. Gassner curves are presented in double-logarithmic plot by maximum stress amplitudes of the applied spectrum versus the number of cycles to failure, /3/.
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Fatigue life is seen to increase with decreasing fullness of the spectrum: the higher the amount of small amplitudes, the longer the fatigue life. On the other hand, the increasing fatigue life displayed by the position of the Gassner-curves can be exploited for the reduction of dimensions; for a fatigue life of $10^8$ variable amplitude cycles of a steering rod, the maximum endurable stresses are 50 to 100% higher than the constant amplitude fatigue strength at $10^8$ cycles, depending on the spectrum shape. So, significant reductions of cross-sectional size and component weight can be realized. However, it must also be ascertained that an impact load does not lead to a catastrophic (brittle) failure, if a crack should be present. This last example underlines the contribution of spectrum shape to light-weight design.

**FATIGUE LIFE ESTIMATION**

**Cumulative damage calculation**

For realizing lightweight advantages given by variable amplitude loading the knowledge about the position of the Gassner curve is essential as outlined in previous section. But as experimental Gassner curves are not always available and experiments for all type of load-time histories, Fig. 4, /4/, would require too much time and efforts, it makes sense to determine their position by calculations.

**Figure 4.** Examples of measured load-time histories: (a) wind energy plant, planet carrier, special loading event; (b) passenger car, trailer coupling loads (acceleration, braking); (c) rail loads during train crossing; (d) fork lift truck service loads.

Since Palmgren (1924) and Miner (1944), attempts to estimate damage and fatigue life have continued /5-7/. Despite the complexity of this issue, the most commonly used method is still the modification of the Palmgren-Miner-Rule, where in the high-cycle fatigue area the inclination $k$ of the S-N curve is maintained ($k' = k$) or reduced ($k' = 2k - i$) depending on the material /8/ in order to account for the damaging influence of small load cycles, Fig. 5.

In addition, these modifications postulate failure when the theoretical damage sum $D_{th} = \sum \frac{n_i}{N_i} = \sum \frac{n_i}{N_i}$ is reached. However, an extensive research project evaluating a vast database /9/ revealed a large scatter of the real damage sums ($D_{real} = \frac{N_{exp}}{N_{cal}} (D_{th} = 1.0)$) for different materials, loading modes, stress ratios and spectra. Figure 6 displays results obtained for wrought steels with the failure criterion of crack initiation, as well as total rupture, using a modification of Palmgren-Miner-Rule with the fictive prolongation of the S-N curve with the slope $k' = 2k - 1$. The probability of finding the conventional value of $D_{th} \geq 1.0$ is only 5 to 10%; this means that only 5 to 10% of the fatigue life estimates were on the “safe” side, while the rest were “unsafe”.

**Figure 5.** Most commonly used cumulative damage calculation methods.

**Figure 6.** Results obtained for wrought steels with the failure criterion of crack initiation, as well as total rupture, using a modification of Palmgren-Miner-Rule with the fictive prolongation of the S-N curve with the slope $k' = 2k - 1$. The probability of finding the conventional value of $D_{th} \geq 1.0$ is only 5 to 10%; this means that only 5 to 10% of the fatigue life estimates were on the “safe” side, while the rest were “unsafe”.
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The main cause for this large scatter is that the damaging process is too complex, non-linear and not to be described alone by few mechanical parameters like stress, strain or stress intensities. Nevertheless, there are some parameters as mean value fluctuations and material which may explain to some extent the observed scatters.

**Influence of mean value fluctuations on fatigue life**

Another reason for significant failing of fatigue life calculations results from the fact that for load-time histories with mean value fluctuations, the additional damaging effect caused by the mean values is not accounted for properly; the consideration of the mean values by a mean-stress-amplitude diagram or a damage parameter is not enough. This is demonstrated by investigations carried out on forged stub-axles of commercial vehicles /10, 11/. The fatigue tests were performed with a truck load sequence \((R = -1.4, I = 0.45, L = 0.95 \times 10^5)\) derived from service measurements and containing mean value fluctuations caused by cornering, which are superposed on the mean value from the weight and payload, Fig. 7.

In order to study the effects resulting from mean values, a second test series with a Gaussian load sequence and a constant mean strain \((R = -0.7, I = 0.99, L = 1 \times 10^5)\) was also carried out. For both strain–time histories with comparable sequence lengths, the upper side of the stub axles was the expected failure location because of the more tensile strains. However, this was only observed to be true for the Gaussian sequence with the constant mean strain level.

In Figs. 8 and 9, applied spectra using different counting methods are presented for the particular failure locations shown in Fig. 7.
The variable amplitude test results obtained with both spectra are plotted in Fig. 10 for the criteria of crack initiation for a defined crack depth of \( a = 0.5 \) mm. Figure 10 also contains the calculated Gassner-lines. The fatigue lives to...
crack initiation are assessed on the basis of the rainflow matrices and cyclic data of the material (cyclic stress-strain, strain-cycle and damage parameter-cycle curves). For the damage accumulation of small amplitudes in the high-cycle region \((N > 10^6)\), the slope of the elastic part of the S-N curve is kept and failure is assumed for \(D_{th} = 1.0\).

For both spectra, the numerical assessment is on the unsafe side: for the Gaussian sequence with constant mean value by a factor of about four corresponding to a real damage sum \(D_{real} = 0.24\), and for the truck sequence with the high mean value fluctuation by a factor of about twelve, meaning \(D_{real} = 0.08\).

This example underlines two important messages which justify the performance of variable amplitude testing, especially for complex structures:

• Despite the simple geometry of the stub-axle, the failure location for the truck sequence, the lower side, could not be predicted by the conventional local strain approach.
• Even if fatigue life assessment uses the strain-time history of the failure location, the fatigue life is significantly overestimated for the sequence with the high mean value fluctuation.

Fatigue life calculations for the stub-axle, also considering short crack propagation \(11, 12/\), could not improve the quality of the assessments.

**Influence of material**

One reason of the observed scatters of the real damage sums is that the ranking of materials under constant amplitude loading does not remain the same as under variable amplitude loading. In Figs. 11 and 12 the Woehler- and Gassner-lines for a surface hardened steel originating from different previous heat treatments and cast nodular iron alloys are shown. A cumulative damage calculation based on Woehler-lines would never estimate the position of Gassner-lines without special knowledge. Under constant amplitude loading the quenched and tempered steel after induction hardening reveals a superior behaviour compared with the controlled cooled variant from the forging heat. But under variable amplitude loading the controlled cooled variant becomes superior. In this observation residual stress states are probably responsible. Especially, the extreme high fatigue life increase of cast iron EN-GSS-800 in Fig. 12 is caused by the transformation of the ausferrite microstructure.

![Figure 11. Woehler- and Gassner-lines of induction hardened steel variants.](image1)

![Figure 12. Fatigue behaviour of different cast iron materials under constant and variable amplitude loading.](image2)
into martensite due to high local elastoplastic stresses, resulting in locally higher strength and compressive residual stresses /13/, and cannot be estimated without experimental expertise. The ratios between the other materials cannot be explained. Fracture mechanics data of crack propagation of these materials /14/ are also not able to verify this behaviour.

The influence of variable amplitude loading on crack growth and crack front formation for high strength aluminium alloys used in the aircraft industry may also be completely different than for constant amplitude loading. In Fig. 13, it is shown that, especially for alloy 7075-T6 under a flight simulation loading with standard load sequence TWIST /2-4/, a significant tongue forming during high gust loads occurs, which is not as pronounced for other alloys /15, 16/. In all these three cases, the cracks remain in tensile mode. However, under constant amplitude loading, tongues do not occur /15/ and, after a certain crack length, a growth in shear mode is observed.

**Recommendations for fatigue life estimations**

Hence, to overcome the scatter of the real damage sums for fatigue life estimates, some recommendations can be given for practitioners, based on aforementioned experience /3, 8, 9, 10/, see Tab. 1. The allowable damage sums for the assessment of load-time histories with non-fluctuating mean stresses are already included in newer design codes /17, 18/. These values lie, for about 90% of known cases, on the safe side, but for safety components, if comparable experiences with regard to spectrum, material, fabrication and design are not available, experimental verifications are recommended.

**ARRANGEMENT OF LOAD SEQUENCES**

Tests with blocked load arrangements are still carried out, even though, in practice, blocked loadings are exceptional. Therefore, if a blocked loading is applied, it must be assured that the fatigue life obtained corresponds to reality. Following the introduction of servo hydraulic actuators, comparisons between Gassner’s blocked-programme sequence and random sequences with almost identical amplitude distributions are carried out, Fig. 14. It could be shown that, under realistic random load arrangements, the fatigue life diminishes by factors of 2 to 10 /19/.

**Figure 13. Material influence on crack front formation under variable amplitude loading, /15/.
Slika 13. Uticaj materijala na formiranje fronta prsline pod opterećenjem promjenljive amplitude, /15/.

Table 1. Allowable damage sums.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material state (steel, aluminium)</th>
<th>$D_{	ext{sat}}$ (fused)</th>
<th>$D_{	ext{sat}}$ (rolled)</th>
<th>$D_{	ext{var}}$ (fused)</th>
<th>$D_{	ext{var}}$ (rolled)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not welded components</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welded or cast components</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Calculation of the damage sum according to Palmgren-Miner and modified according to Haibach with $k' = 2k - m$, with $m = 1$ for forged or rolled components, $m = 2$ for welded and cast components.

**Figure 13.** Material influence on crack front formation under variable amplitude loading, /15/.

In /20/, these differences between blocked and random arrangements are confirmed. However, if the blocked load sequences are short enough, the fatigue life of a random arrangement can be realised. In /21/, a modified Gassner’s blocked-programme sequence with a length of $L_s = 5.2 \times 10^5$ cycles resulted in a fatigue life that was a factor of more than three higher than for a random sequence of the same size and almost the same Gaussian-like amplitude distribution, Fig. 15. An omission of the sixth step with the lowest stress level did not influence the fatigue life. But, tests carried out with a partitioning of this sequence into five sub-blocks of size $L_s = 4 \times 10^5$ cycles delivered almost the same fatigue life as the random sequence, proving that a random arrangement is not conditionally required to reproduce the original fatigue life. This example shows under what conditions tests with blocked sequences can be accepted.

A similar result is observed also under pure crack propagation, Fig. 16, /16/. The repetition of block (programme) loadings with small sequence lengths results in almost same fatigue lives obtained under random loading. However, blocks with same large sequence lengths as the random sequence render much higher crack propagation lives due to the not suppressed sequence effects.

**SUBSTITUTION OF VARIABLE AMPLITUDE LOADING BY CONSTANT AMPLITUDE LOADING**

As variable amplitude testing requires large amounts of effort and time, there has always been an attempt to substitute spectrum loading by constant amplitude loading. Figure 17 shows schematically how a spectrum equivalent SN-curve is derived.

The prerequisites for determining the required SN-curve are the position of the knee point, the slope of the SN-curve $k$ and the modified slope $k'$ after the knee point and the
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Figure 14. Influence of load sequence arrangement on fatigue life.
Slika 14. Uticaj sekvenci opterećenja na vek zamora

Figure 15. Influence of load mixing on variable amplitude fatigue life. (a) Original local strain-time history (A). (b) Blocked programs (B, C). (c) Sub-block program (D). (d) Fatigue lives, /21/.
Slika 15. Uticaj preraspodele sekvenci opterećenja na vek zamora. (a) Originalna istorija deformacija-vreme (A). (b) Blok programi (B, C). (c) Pod-blok programi (D). (d) Vek zamora, /21/.

Figure 16. A comparison of fatigue crack growth lives under random loading and different types of programme loading by a gust load spectrum, /16/.
Slika 16. Poređenje veka rasta zamorne prsline pod proizvoljnim opterećenjem i različitim tipovima programskog opterećenja u spektra, /16/.
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allowable damage sum $D_{di}$, Tab. 1, /22/. If the equivalent SN-curve is determined, from this the level for a constant amplitude test with $\sigma_d (N < N_k)$ can be fixed.

However, the constant amplitude test can only be regarded as valid, if the failure position is identical with the failure position under variable amplitude loading. At components with complex geometries, Fig. 18, the failure position is determined by interaction between the local stress level, stress concentration and stress gradients. Under constant amplitude loading, three different failure locations are possible depending on the torque level. However, under spectrum loading the failure site is determined by the spectrum shape and the most damaging part in relation to the particular SN-curves. Therefore, the selection of stress level for a constant amplitude test should consider the most highly damaged spot of the component under spectrum loading.

Figure 17. Determination of spectrum equivalent SN-curve for constant amplitude testing.

Slika 17. Određivanje spektra ekvivalentnih SN krivih za ispitivanje konstantnom amplitudom

Figure 18. Failure sites of a driving shaft under constant and variable amplitude loading.

Slika 18. Mesta loma pogonskog vratila pod konstantnim opterećenjem i sa promenljivom amplitudom

In cases where multiaxial spectrum loading has to be substituted by uniaxial constant amplitude loading, the condition of reproducing the same failure position becomes even more difficult. In Fig. 19, this is demonstrated through the example of a rear axle stabilizer system with short link rods /23/. Under the simulated multiaxial service spectrum load, the flat end of the stabilizer fails due to bending. However, under simplified uniaxial testing with constant amplitudes the stabilizer tube fails.

Also, in aircraft development, the question of constant or variable amplitude testing is a matter of discussion for a long time. In /24/, it is reported that, on the tension skin of...
the centre section of a F-27 transport aircraft under variable amplitude loading, specific type of cracks are observed, that did not occur under constant amplitude loading /24/.

**SPECTRUM LOADING AND RESIDUAL STRESSES**

The allowance of stresses under variable amplitude loading exceeding the knee point of the SN-curve may cause, in components containing manufacture-dependent residual stresses, a redistribution of these stresses and so a different behaviour compared to constant amplitude loading.

*Not welded components*

In Fig. 20, the influence of surface treatments, such as rolling and induction hardening, on fatigue life under constant and variable amplitude loading is displayed /25/. Axles of steel SAE 1045 are tested under fully reversed ($R = -1$) plane bending. The increase of fatigue strength after surface rolling under spectrum loading is much less than under constant amplitude loading due to decreased compressive residual stresses. The higher the stress level and so the local plasticity, the less will be the benefit of this surface treatment. The compressive residual stresses due to induction hardening seem to remain stable.

Under torsional spectrum loading, a lack of benefit of the surface rolling of SAE 1042 axles along the Gassner-curve can even be observed, Fig. 21, /26/. Probably, due to the shallower stress gradients under torsion and higher plasticity in the notch, compressive residual stresses are removed completely.

Both examples demonstrate that, from knowledge of constant amplitude loading of surface rolled components, their behaviour under spectrum loading cannot be assessed. Therefore, a fatigue life calculation based on the SN-curve for the surface treated state will also fail.

![Figure 20. Influence of surface treatments on fatigue life of SAE 1045 axles under constant and variable amplitude fully reversed bending.](image)

Figure 20. Influence of surface treatments on fatigue life of SAE 1045 axles under constant and variable amplitude fully reversed bending.

![Figure 21. Influence of surface rolling on fatigue life of SAE 1042 axles under constant and variable amplitude fully reversed torque.](image)

Figure 21. Influence of surface rolling on fatigue life of SAE 1042 axles under constant and variable amplitude fully reversed torque.
Welded joints

Especially in welded joints from thick plates \((t > 3 \text{ mm})\), tensile residual stresses occur \(/27/\). A thermal stress relief can, in many cases, improve fatigue behaviour. In Fig. 22, the fatigue behaviour of longitudinal stiffeners of a structural steel is presented. Cracks start at the front end of the weld seam where stress concentration is very high. After a thermal stress relief, under constant amplitude loading only the fatigue behaviour in the high-cycle range after the knee point is improved where local stresses are elastic, \(/28/\). At higher stress levels, due to the plasticity caused by high stress concentration, the tensile residual stresses are also redistributed in samples not subject to thermal stress relief and a benefit from the treatment does not result. As under variable amplitude loading the stress levels are high, due to local plasticity effects, a significant benefit of the thermal treatment is also not observed here.

When stress concentration at weld toes is not as high as in the previous example, a benefit from thermal stress relief can be drawn along the whole Woehler-curve as well as under variable amplitude loading, Fig. 23, \(/28/\). But, under spectrum loading, the increase of fatigue strength is not as large as under constant amplitude loading, because of plasticity effects.

Also, these examples reveal clearly that improvements observed under constant amplitude loading cannot be assumed to be the same under variable amplitude loading.

![Figure 22. Fatigue life curves under constant and variable amplitude loading.](image)

![Figure 23. Fatigue behaviour of V-shaped specimens under constant and variable amplitude loading.](image)

CORROSION FATIGUE

In the following, some examples from environmental and fretting corrosion are addressed. From Fig. 24, it can be seen that cyclic salt spray corrosion of an automotive cast aluminium rear axle carrier decreases the fatigue strength in the constant amplitude high-cycle regime significantly more than under variable amplitude loading, \(/29/\). If the observed reduction under constant amplitude loading had
been taken into account rather than the smaller decrease under variable amplitude loading, the component thickness and weight would have been much higher.

Also, under fretting corrosion, the fatigue strength response to variable amplitude loading is much more favourable than to constant amplitude loading, Fig. 25, /30/. The decrease of fatigue strength in the high-cycle regime, especially under surface pressure of \( p_A = 100 \) MPa, for the investigated cast nodular iron EN-GJS-400-15 is about 15% under spectrum loading while the decrease is about 35% under constant amplitude. Here, it should be mentioned that the graphite in the microstructure has a retardant influence with regard to the fatigue strength decrease. In case of steel, the observed decrease is also about 35% under spectrum loading, /30/.

![Fatigue strength of cast rear axle carriers in air and under corrosion.](image)

**Figure 24.** Fatigue strength of cast rear axle carriers in air and under corrosion.

Slika 24. Zamorna čvrstoća izlišenih nosača zadnje osovine na vazduhu i pod uticajem korozije

![Influence of fretting corrosion and surface pressure on fatigue strength of a cast nodular iron. Material: EN-GJS-400-15](image)

**Figure 25.** Influence of fretting corrosion and surface pressure on fatigue strength of a cast nodular iron. Material: EN-GJS-400-15

(a) Constant amplitude loading, (b) Random loading.


(a) opterećenje konstantne amplitude, (b) proizvoljno opterećenje

### TEST SPECTRA FOR TIME REDUCTION

As variable amplitude testing is too time consuming, possibilities for the reduction of test time are continuously discussed. The main possibilities are summarized in Fig. 26, /31/. The recommendation is not to exceed the maximum loads of the spectrum, not to perform a simple omission, but to consider the possible damaging effect of omitted small load amplitudes by a damage equivalent increase of loads between the maximum spectrum load and the omission level.

![Normalized load amplitude for fatigue testing](image)

**TEST SPECTRA FOR TIME REDUCTION**

For test time reduction, the omission of loads under a certain level, e.g. half of the so-called endurance limit or a smaller percentage, is often suggested /3, 4, 8, 32, 33/. On one hand, as an endurance limit does not exist /34/ or, on the other hand, even if a structure is operated in a non-aggressive ambient, as a corrosive environmental attack cannot be excluded during long fatigue lives, an omission without a damage compensation should never be applied. Figure 27 shows how sensitive the fatigue life response to different uncompensated omission levels may be /3/, i.e. the
effect of such an omission can be assessed by experimental verification only /35/.

As indicated in Fig. 27, despite the damage compensation, there is still a physical limitation, which should be strongly considered when a testing time reduction is introduced. If, in the testing, corrosion is involved, a fretting or an environmental corrosion, enough time should be given for the development of the corrosive attack, i.e. the tests should be run between $2 \times 10^6$ to $5 \times 10^6$ cycles.

Figure 26. Possibilities for reduction of testing time, /31/.
Slika 26. Mogućnosti za smanjenje vremena ispitivanja, /31/

Figure 27. Influence of different omission levels on fatigue life. (a) Amplitude distribution, (b) Fatigue life.
Slika 27. Uticaj različitih nivoa izostavljanja na zamorni vek, (a) raspodela amplitude, (b) zamorni vek

Figure 28. Effect of truncation of the TWIST load spectrum on fatigue life. (a) Stress amplitude distribution of the TWIST load spectrum, (b) Truncation levels and test results, /16/.
Slika 28. Uticaj skraćenja TWIST spektra opterećenja na zamorni vek (a) raspodela amplitude napona TWIST spektra opterećenja, (b) nivoi skraćenja i rezultati ispitivanja, /16/'
Despite the recommendation not to exceed the maximum loads of a spectrum, there are some exceptions for which an increase of the loads can be tolerated. If the increased load still lies below the structural yield point and new residual stress systems do not result from this, testing time can be also reduced by this measure. The increase of loads can also be used for simulating the strength reduction by corrosion without applying a corrosive environment, /29/.

For some applications, a truncation is proposed /16, 36/, for obtaining conservative fatigue lives. Even if theoretically, according to the linear damage accumulation hypothesis, an increase of fatigue life should result, in some cases, contrary to expectations, a reduction is observed /4, 8, 16, 36/, Fig. 28. This is especially the case for straight-line or concave spectra, /16/.

The truncation leads to different large decreases of fatigue life depending on stress concentration and load level. These result a comprise of crack initiation as well as propagation life. Obviously, by truncation, a lower life to crack initiation and afterwards a higher crack propagation rate is permitted; otherwise, the fatigue life to crack initiation is increased by compressive residual stresses and then the crack propagation rate is lowered by plasticity at the crack tip due to the high spectrum loads, /8/.

This example shows again the importance of variable amplitude tests with original load sequences before introducing test time affecting modifications.

CONCLUSIONS

The examples discussed display the complexity of variable amplitude loading and the diversity of parameters, which determines fatigue life. From this, it becomes obvious that not only the estimation of fatigue life but also the performance of tests under spectrum loading require experience, especially when test time reductions have to be introduced. Also the often desired substitution of variable amplitude loading by constant amplitudes requires the consideration of a lot of details, such as the estimation of the right failure location, assumption of the appropriate real damage sums and other parameters, that influence the fatigue life.

This complexity reveals that variable amplitude testing, especially for safety components, is indispensable. In this context, not only laboratory and numerical experiences are required, but also the observation of components and structures in service and the feedback from failure cases. Only by this interaction, can the reliability of experimental and numerical assessments be increased.
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